Lime Mortar Code

1939 Wisconsin Architects' Exhibition

Condensation Problems (conclusion)

A. I. A. Report
Lime Mortar Under Wisconsin State Building Code

Allowable Unit Stress in Masonry where lime mortar is used, shall not exceed the following:

- **Brick and Solid Block**—90 pounds per square inch.
- **Under the Code**, a lime mortar may be used with brick and solid block in any location where the allowable unit stress above is not exceeded, with the following exceptions:
  1. Where masonry has one or more face in contact with soil or other damp material.
  2. In Parapet Walls.
  3. In chimneys exposed to the weather.
  4. In standard fire and division walls.

  *This rule does not mean that lime mortar must be used, thus permitting cement to be added to the mortar in any proportion if it is so desired. As an example: If a 2:1:9 lime-cement mortar is desired, it is permissible to use that mortar in any load bearing work where the above load limits are not exceeded, except below grade, in parapet walls, fire walls, division walls, chimneys, and with hollow block and tile. Thus, in the design of a building, a Portland Cement mortar must be used up to the ground level. From that point up to the roof line a straight lime mortar may be used, with the exceptions noted. This applies to curtain walls in skeleton steel construction.*

  The Code also permits the use of lime or any proportion lime-cement mortar with hollow tile or hollow concrete blocks in non-load bearing work with the same exceptions as above.

  It should be remembered, however, that if a 2:1:9 lime-cement mortar is desired, the specification should read: "2 parts of lime, one part of cement, and 9 parts of sand by volume." This wording is necessary, as, under the Wisconsin Code, a specification calling for a lime-cement mortar automatically means a 1:1:6 mortar. The above applies to any proportion of lime and cement higher than a 1:1:6.

  In this connection, the Wisconsin Building Code, and these exceptions, are mandatory only in public buildings and places of employment. Throughout the building profession there is apparently some misunderstanding as to the true meaning of the Wisconsin State Building Code with regard to the use of lime mortar. This information was obtained by Mr. F. C. Welch, Chemist for the Western Lime & Cement, from Mr. O. T. Nelson, Building Engineer of the Wisconsin State Industrial Commission.

  CLARENCE M. ASH

Executive Board Meeting of Wisconsin Chapter of A.I.A.

A meeting of the Executive Board of the Wisconsin Chapter A.I.A. was held on July 8 at the Plankinton Hotel and the following committee chairmen were chosen for the coming year:

- **Civics Advisory and City Planning**... Peter Brust
- **Membership**... S. Sutherland
- **Public Information**... Leigh Hunt

1939 Wisconsin Architects' Exhibition

The following changes and additional instructions to exhibitors are being announced at this time by the exhibition committee.

Exhibitors will be permitted to send as many of their best exhibits as they wish but space allotments necessitate limiting the number of exhibits to three per exhibitor. Each mount shall be regarded as an exhibit.

Mounts shall be of two sizes only—20" x 28" and 28" x 40" and all photographs shall be no less than 11" x 14" in size. Each mount shall have a title indicating the name of the project, location and the name of the architect in proper lettering.

To correct an impression left by the announcement in the April issue of the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT, exhibits are not limited to residential architecture only, but will include all classes of buildings. However, exhibitors are limited to architects who are residents of the State of Wisconsin.

Exhibits are to be limited to work executed or under construction since Jan. 1st, 1930, and may include remodeled buildings.

Cost of transportation of exhibits to Milwaukee and from last point of exhibition will be borne by the exhibitor, but the State Association together with the Wisconsin Chapter A.I.A. will pay the costs of shipping from one district to the other.

In addition to the three mounted exhibits each architect will be permitted to submit one model of building, sculpture, etc. The cost of shipping models to other than the local district must be borne by the exhibitor.

(Continued on page 5)
Condensation Problems in Modern Buildings

By
L. V. Teesdale, Senior Engineer
Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service
United States Department of Agriculture

(Continued from June)

Conditions did not become static in the case of No. 3, the moisture continuing to build up until the change in outside temperature raised the sheathing temperature above the dewpoint. After that time No. 3 began to dry out. This particular panel was quite badly blue stained whereas the other two panels were clean and bright. From these data and other observations it appears that for conventional frame walls with fill insulation the permeability of the vapor barrier should not exceed 0.600 grains per square foot per hour on a basis of the values given in Table 1 for houses where humidities are maintained at or about 40 percent in normal winter weather having short periods of zero weather. Where exposed to extended periods of weather below zero the vapor barrier should have greater resistance. For walls having less insulation, less resistance is required in the vapor barrier other factors being alike. However, enough data are not available at this time to establish values for all wall types.

The barrier, when located as described on the warm side of the wall, resists the passage of moisture while it is in the form of vapor and therefore before it has a chance to condense into water. Hence there is no hazard of water forming behind the plaster or other interior wall finish. The barrier also prevents moisture from getting into the wall or attic space during the construction period, particularly during the plastering operation.

For new construction, vapor barriers of highly resistant paper are effective and economical. They should be applied vertically on the interior portion of exterior or exposed side walls with edges lapping on the studs after the insulation is installed and before lathing. Horizontal joints should be made only where backed up with a plate or header. The barrier should be brought up tight against electric fixture outlets, air registers, door and window frames, and other similar openings. If wood lath, metal lath, or other types requiring a plaster key are used the paper should be applied slightly loose so that the plaster can push the barrier back to form the key. Where the ceiling below the attic or roof are insulated the barrier should be applied in a similar manner.

Walls finished with such materials as plywood, fiber board, plaster board, and the like, should also have the barrier as described. Sheathing paper when used outside of the sheathing in combination with the moisture barriers described should be water resistant but not very vapor resistant so that the small amount of water vapor that may leak through the barrier can escape outward. We now believe that slaters felt meets this requirement very well.

Some kinds of mineral wool are relatively resistant to water absorption, others are treated to make them resistant to wetting by water. This property, while desirable, does not make these materials resistant to the passage of vapor. Therefore, unless additional vapor-resistance be provided, they should not be considered a source of protection against condensation.

Some types of mineral wool have a vapor-resistant paper back attached to the bat. Tests to date indicate that these papers average somewhat below the resistance previously specified. They are sufficiently resistant, however, to be of definite help in keeping the insulation and the wall dry and to warrant proper care in installation. The wool bat is made to fit between standard stud, joist, and rafter spacing with tabs on the paper which extend out from the bat and are tacked to the studs or rafters. The bat may be cut or forced back to obtain the tabs at the end of the bat. Where the spaces are not standard between studs, such as occurs around windows, doors, and dormers, particular care should be taken to obtain good joists even if it is necessary to use one of the barriers previously described. As yet no suitable provision has been made for sealing the horizontal joints between adjacent bats in the individual stud spaces. Unfortunately we do not know at present just how much protection is needed at this point.

Blanket types of insulation are also available where the insulation is enclosed within a heavy paper covering treated with asphalt. Insulations of this type come in various thicknesses, and the vapor-resistance of the enclosing envelope can be built up to almost any desired point. It is important that this type of insulation be carefully installed so that vapor cannot work through around the edges. The tabs should be nailed to the face of the studs with the insulation looping loosely inward away from the inner face of the wall or if installed between studs it should be fastened in place with wood strips.

Fiber board sheathing is often used as a substitute for wood sheathing and it may be used either with or without other insulation. When used with other insulation the methods of protection suggested should be followed. When no other insulation is used the need of a moisture barrier is much less, just as with wood sheathing.

Materials embodying the principle of reflective insulation are in use but opportunity for observation and tests have been limited. One type having metal foil attached to both sides of a heavy sheet of paper is very resistant to vapor and another type composed of a strong paper faced on both sides with metal oxides is also very effective in resisting vapor transmission.

It is also possible to construct walls that the vapor could pass outward through sheathing and sheathing paper and escape through openings in the outside wall covering or be carried away by ventilating the space between the sheathing and outside finish. Standard construction does not lend itself to this method of moisture elimination. One possible method for wood siding would be to place 1 by 2 inch furring strips over the sheathing, thus obtaining a vertical ventilating space approximately of \( \frac{3}{4} \) of an inch which should be open to the outside at both the bottom and top of the wall so that air could enter at the bottom and

(Continued on page 5)
State Association of Wisconsin Architects
Board Meeting
June 17, 1939

The regular monthly meeting of the Executive Board of the State Association of Wisconsin Architects was held at the executive offices of the Kohler Company at Kohler, Wisconsin.

The meeting was called to order by President Leigh Hunt at 11:00 A.M.


Mr. William Oppenhamer was represented by proxy.

Mr. Gregory Lefebvre was absent.

Messrs. Ralph Kloppenburg, Clarence Gruhl, Frederick Rauuber, and Ivar Lohman attended the Executive Board meeting.

The Minutes of the previous meeting were approved as printed.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Publicity Committee:
President Leigh Hunt made a report on the program of the weekly Sunday advertising being run in the Milwaukee Journal and the Milwaukee Sentinel. Mr. Hunt stated that Mr. William Orr Ludlow, Chairman of the A.I.A. Committee on Public Information, recommends our method of advertising for national use by the chapters of the Institute.

Mr. Knobla inquired whether or not it would be possible to repeat the same ads in local city papers of the larger cities of the State of Wisconsin. The answer was yes.

Mr. Hunt further stated that, upon investigation, it was believed that weekly ads brought little or no results and that our advertising should be confined entirely to Sunday papers.

It was suggested that the committee for the collection of assessments, as adopted at the last regular board meeting, contact the Districts in order to speed up the collection for the cost of this advertising.

Small House Competition Committee:
Mr. Kloppenburg called the Board’s attention to the fact that one of the contestants who had followed the rules of the small house competition was disappointed due to the fact that the competition had not been followed out to its fullest extent. Only this one contestant submitted plans and the committee decided to drop the competition and not go further with it at this time.

It was suggested that Mr. Lefebvre, chairman of this committee, make a complete report on the competition.

Legislative Committee:
Mr. Knobla, vice-chairman of this committee, stated that he had attended the hearing for tax on fuel oil and that he had submitted a negative vote. It was impossible for him to stay until the hearing was completed due to its length.

He further reported that the bills on labor and insurance were postponed.

Practice Committee:
Mr. Mickelsen, chairman of this committee, reported that he had received a letter from Mr. Charles Wurm making inquiry as to what disposition the Board had made in his particular case. Mr. Mickelsen was informed that the Executive Board could do nothing at this time to help his case.

Mr. DeGelleke reported that the Registration Board was working on the matter of men representing themselves as architects who are not properly registered, and also on other cases that had been referred to them by the Executive Board.
Mr. Mickelsen further stated that something should be done by the Executive Board in regard to violations of the State Registration Act in regard to the fifty-thousand cubic feet clause: also on the State School Board furnishing free plans.

After considerable discussion, it was decided that the Practice Committee contact the Industrial Commission and discuss with them the best method of clearing up this situation. It was moved by Mr. DeGelleke and seconded by Mr. Knobla that the Practice Committee have a meeting with the Industrial Commission in regard to this matter. Motion was adopted. (Since the meeting was held, Mr. Mickelsen has made arrangements for a meeting with the Industrial Commission to go into this matter on July 21 at which time there will be a meeting of the Board.

No further reports were had from committees. Communication was received from the Wisconsin Registration Board asking that the State Association of Wisconsin Architects submit the names of three members as representatives on the Wisconsin Registration Board to fill the vacancy of Mr. Peter Brust whose term ends in September, 1939. It was moved by Mr. Mickelsen and seconded by Mr. Madsen that the names of Peter Brust, Edgar Berners, and Alex Eschweiler, Jr. be submitted. The motion was adopted.

NEW BUSINESS

There was considerable discussion as to where the next annual convention was to be held. Mr. Hunt stated that the Board was open for invitations. Mr. Seidenschwartz reported that he had received communication from Kerner’s North Woods Resort inviting them to have their convention up in the North woods.

Mr. DeGelleke submitted a re-draft of resolution for deposit on plans and after considerable discussion on the matter, it was moved by Mr. Seidenschwartz and seconded by Mr. Safford that the re-draft be turned over to Mr. Wallace Brown for further study and that he submit same back to the Executive Board for adoption at a later meeting. Motion was adopted.

There being no further business to come before the meeting, same was adjourned upon motion of Mr. Knobla and seconded by Mr. Brown.

Meeting was adjourned at 1:15 P.M.

After the meeting, the members of the Executive Board and the several other architects who were present enjoyed a most wonderful luncheon served by the Kohler Company in their Club House. After the luncheon the architects gathered at the executive offices of the Kohler Company, inspected plumbing fixtures at the Kohler display, then made a tour of the City of Kohler and a visit to the Waelder Haus of Kohler, from which they went to the home of Mr. Walter Kohler at River Bend and enjoyed a most wonderful picnic and dinner in the evening.

Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR L. SEIDENSCHWARTZ
Secretary.

(Continued from page 3)

Exhibitors are advised to collect their material early in order to have their exhibits ready for submission as all entries must be at the Milwaukee Art Institute, 772 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee, before September 18th.

HARRY BOGNER
Chairman Exhibition Committee

When Corresponding With Our Advertisers Please Mention The Wisconsin Architect
means will usually take care of the situation. With flat roofs and hip roofs, and where the ceilings are bisected by roof rafters it is often difficult to provide adequate ventilation. Unless ventilation can be provided for such types of construction it is not safe to carry high winter humidities.

The question sometimes arises as to the possibility of summer cooling causing condensation in walls. This is very unlikely because the inside temperatures are seldom more than 15 degrees below outside temperatures so that the possibility of condensation would only occur during periods of extremely high humidity outside. Such a condition would be of rather short duration and would be unimportant.

**GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS**

For all new houses especially north of the Ohio River, it is recommended that a suitable vapor barrier be installed on the interior of all exposed walls and in the ceiling below the attic and that some form of attic ventilation also be provided. Further, that any sheathing paper used should be water resistant but permeable to vapor. The protection afforded will also prevent condensation that might otherwise develop during the construction period, particularly if the house is plastered during cold weather.

(Continued on next page)

**ARCHITECTS . . .**

Write, wire or phone us for latest samples of FACE BRICK.

Also special Architect’s sample case showing Glazed Brick and Brictile.

**The Gagnon Clay Products Co.**

**PHONE: HOWARD 78**

**GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN**

SPECIFY UTICA BRICKLAYER'S CEMENT

---

**SUPER-EXTRUDED ALUMINUM SKYLIGHTS**

MARQUETTE 2917

SUPER STEEL PRODUCTS CO. 325 W. McKinley Ave., Milwaukee

---

**Interior Woodwork Co.**

**MILLWORK**

**ZEPHYR DOORS**

Uniglide

**WINDOW UNITS**

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

---

**PATRONIZE YOUR ADVERTISERS**

---

The *Heil* Oil Heating Equipment:

1. Made in Milwaukee.
2. Built, and guaranteed by a long established, financially responsible manufacturer.
3. Sold and serviced (in Milwaukee County) by a direct factory organization.
4. A complete line of oil heating equipment for every type of service.
5. Thousands of satisfied users—Universal acceptance.

**THE HEIL CO.**

GENERAL OFFICES:

3000 MONTANA ST., MILWAUKEE

PHONE: MITCHELL 8000

---
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For existing houses having no vapor barriers maintain humidities at such a point that condensation will not develop in walls and attics. Since conditions in walls cannot be readily determined, the attic, if tight and without ventilation, may be used for observation. In general, the safe humidity inside in relation to outside temperature will correspond roughly with the values given on figure 1. To maintain higher humidities safely some form of vapor barrier can be applied to the exposed walls and ceilings, such as 2 coats of aluminum paint. While not offering as much resistance as the more effective barrier this method should mean that humidities of about 30 percent could be maintained in normal winter weather having short periods of zero weather.

The suggestions offered are based upon tests made at the Forest Products Laboratory, part of which are still under way, combined with observation and experience in occupied houses. As further information becomes available additional recommendations and modifications of the present ones will be released.

Curve showing moisture content of wood sheathing during the winter of 1937-38 in laboratory test house with and without vapor barrier.

E. R. FLINT & COMPANY

SOFT TILE and RESILIENT FLOORING CONTRACTORS

Linoleum Tile
Asphalt Tile
Rubber Tile
Cork Tile
Linoleum
Floor Maintenance Materials
Industrial Floors
Wood Block Floors
Wood Strip Floors
Colonial Wood Plank
kreolite Wood Block

759 N. MILWAUKEE ST. PHONE DALY 2608
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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All our clients seem to want metal trim... of course, we're specifying Milcor

Now, as the building industry turns to metal trim, you know you can rely on the facilities and experience of Milcor — the pioneer and leader.

Metal trim is gaining many new converts — wherever permanent utility and enduring beauty are a consideration.

Modern in appearance — modern in its fire safety, durability, hygiene, and low maintenance costs — metal trim satisfactorily meets today's wide spread demand for efficiency and economy in building materials.

The complete line of Milcor Metal Trim provides you with the appropriate item for every job — monumental or residential — simplifying construction in harmony with modern, practical design.

Milcor Metal Trim, used with Milcor Metal Lath and accessories, builds a coordinated, fireproof structure of steel that withstands stress and eliminates cracks in plaster surfaces.

Write today for the Milcor Metal Trim Manual, a detailed working manual containing a fund of information helpful in planning jobs that are a credit to your reputation. Or, see the Milcor catalog in Sweet's.